Inversive geometry can be used to generate exactly self-similar space-filling sphere packings. We present a construction method in two dimensions and generalize it to search for packings in higher dimensions. We newly discover 29 three-dimensional and 13 four-dimensional topologies of which 10 and 5, respectively, are bearings. To distinguish and characterize the packing topologies, we numerically estimate their fractal dimensions and we analyze their contact networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Space-filling sphere packings are idealized dense granular packings. They consist of hard spheres which, due to the specific spatial arrangement, leave no porosity in the limit of infinitesimally small spheres. Even though such perfect packings are difficult to realize experimentally, their size distribution and spatial arrangement serve as idealized references for dense packings of nearly spherical particles. Dense packings are needed in various industrial applications, such that they have been subject of many experimental and theoretical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Space-filling packings of spheres can be constructed in any dimension larger or equal to two. The simplest and most studied is the Apollonian Gasket [9, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , where the basic idea is to iteratively fill each pore of a packing with the largest possible sphere. Some special packings, bipartite packings, have drawn attention due to their mechanical functionality. By definition, they only contain even loops of touching elements and thus, they allow for the rotation of all elements without any sliding friction in two [22] and three dimensions [23] . Therefore, they were called "bearings" and proposed as idealized models for seismic gaps [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , regions between two tectonic plates with unexpectedly low seismic activity [28, 29] .
Here, we generate space-filling packings using inversive geometry which coercively leads to exactly self-similar fractal packings. Note that there are further methods to construct space-filling fractal packings such as those producing the Kleinian circle packings [18, 30] , the random bipartite packings of Ref. [25] , or osculatory packings [20, 31, 32] . Our work is motivated by previous studies on exactly self-similar space-filling bearings, as elaborated in the next paragraph.
First, two families, F1 and F2, of two-dimensional disk bearings were found [22] , having smallest loops of size four. Later, these two families were generalized to smallest loops of any even size [24] . In both Refs. [22, 24] , the packings are constructed in a strip geometry by iteratively applying conformal transformations, namely reflections, translations, and inversions, to some initially placed disks. In contrast, Ref. [17] presents a way to construct a self-similar space-filling packing using inversive geometry only. In particular, they construct the 3D Apollonian Gasket which is based on the geometry of a tetrahedron. The packing is constructed inside a sphere, unlike the space-filling disk packings constructed on a strip in Refs. [22, 24] . Later, this construction technique was generalized to other Platonic solids than the tetrahedron [33] , leading to a total of five packings, of which one is a bearing. When applied in two dimensions, this approach turns out to generate the topologies of family F1 presented in Ref. [22] , i.e., bipartite packings with smallest loops of size four. Note that any of these packings can be inverted as a whole to switch from the strip configuration to a packing enclosed by a circle and vice versa.
For this work, we carefully studied both of the families F1 and F2 presented in Ref. [22] for smallest loop size four and for arbitrary even smallest loop size in Ref. [24] , to find a general method to construct all of them enclosed by a circle and using inversive geometry only, inspired by the construction methods in Refs. [17, 33] . In comparison to the construction on a strip, where different configurations generally differ in the length of the periodic unit cell, the construction inside a circle leads to configurations which are based on different regular polygons. This method can be straightforwardly extended to any higher dimension and we used it to find further packings in three and four dimensions. We care about four-dimensional packings because by cutting them with a three dimensional hyperplane, a three dimensional packing can be obtained. In that way, any 4D packing serves as a source for further 3D packings.
The order of content in this paper is the following. In Sec. II, we give a basic idea of how we use inversive geometry to generate space-filling packings. In Sec. III, we provide the necessary knowledge about inversive geometry that is needed to understand our work. In Sec. IV, we show the constraints which our construction method needs to fulfill to lead to a space-filing packing. In Sec. V, we describe how to construct all two-dimensional packings of both families F1 and F2 enclosed by a circle and generalize our method to higher dimensions. In Sec. VI, we present the newly discovered packings and characterize them by estimating their fractal dimensions and analyzing their contact networks. Futhermore, we discuss in Sec. VII how one can generate further variations of packings. At last, we give final remarks in Sec. VIII.
II. BASIC IDEA OF GENERATING A PACKING
In two dimensions, each packing is constructed inside the unit circle, which can be seen as a hole that we aim to fill. We start by placing initial disks inside it. These disks and the unit circle hole itself act as seeds of the packing, out of which new disks will be generated by inversion. For that, a group of inversion circles is used. They form, together with the seeds, the generating setup of the packing as shown in Fig. 1a . The seeds are inverted at the inversion circles to generate new disks as shown in Fig. 1b . The newly generated disks can again be inverted to obtain further disks. This can be repeated infinitely many times till all space is filled as shown in Fig.  1c . Along the same line, one can generate space-filling packings in any higher dimension.
To end up with a space-filling packing, the generating setup needs to fulfill certain constraints on how disks and inversion circles are placed. Before we discuss these constraints in Sec. IV, we will provide the necessary understanding of inversive geometry in the following section.
III. CIRCLE INVERSION
We will explain important properties of circle inversion considering a single inversion circle in Sec. III A and multiple inversion circles in Sec. III B. Note that all properties explained in the following hold analogously for sphere inversions in 3D and in any higher dimension. Figure 2 shows the basic properties of circle inversion. If we invert a single point P at an inversion circle I as shown in Fig. 2a , the image P will lay in the same direction as P when looking from the center of I. But its distance to the center will be d = R 2 /d, where d is the distance of P from the center of I and R is its radius. Therefore, if P lays outside I, then P lays inside, and vice versa. Thus, an inversion circle I divides the space into two sections that are mapped onto each other, namely the inside and the outside of I.
A. Basic properties
Circle inversion is a conformal mapping. The inverse of a circle C with respect to an inversion circle I is a circle C , as shown in Fig. 2b . Since inversion is a self-inverse mapping, the inverse of C at I is the original circle C. Mathematically, circle inversion is made simple by using a transformation of the positions and radii of the circles into so called inversive coordinates. Using inversive coordinates, one obtains the inverse circle C by multiplying a matrix, that depends on the inversion circle I, with the original circle C (details in Appendix A). Figure 2c shows, that if a circle C touches I from the outside, C will touch I in the same point from the inside. Note that the inverse P of any point P that lays on I is identical to P . Furthermore, the center of C is in general not mapped onto the center of C , as indicated by the concentric grey circles and their inverses in Fig. 2c .
If C intersects I with an angle α, C will intersect I at the same points with an angle π −α (Fig. 2d) . Therefore, if C is perpendicular to I, C is identical to C (Fig. 2e) .
The center of I is inverted to the point at infinity. Therefore, if C touches the center of I, it is mapped onto a line, i.e., onto a circle with infinite radius as shown in Figs. 2f and 2g.
Finally, we treat every circle either as a disk or a hole, referring to the area inside or outside the circle, respectively. To distinguish between disks and holes mathematically, we assign a positive radius r > 0 to disks and a negative radius r < 0 to holes, such that the surface of both disks and holes is the circle with radius |r|. This convention is meaningful, since if the center of an inversion circle I lays inside a disk with radius r > 0, the inversion (mathematical details in Appendix A) turns the disk inside out into a hole, i.e., the area inside the surface of the disk is mapped onto the area outside the surface of the hole (Fig. 2h) .
B. Multiple inversion circles
A single inversion circle divides space into two sections that are mapped onto each other, the inside and the outside. The situation is more complex if multiple inversion circles are present. Let us deal with two inversion circles I 1 and I 2 .
If I 1 and I 2 do not overlap, any disk laying outside of both of them can be iteratively inverted at I 1 and I 2 an infinite number of times leading to infinitely many new disks as shown in Fig. 3a . Like the initial disk itself, all its images will lay both inside the circle T in and outside the circle T out which are the only two circles that are tangent to the initial disk and perpendicular to both I 1 and I 2 . We can see that I 1 and I 2 together divide space into an infinity of non-overlapping areas, which we will call "sections", that are mapped onto each other. I 1 and I 2 themselves are section borders. Besides, the other section borders that divide space are obtained by iteratively inverting I 1 and I 2 at one another (dotted circles in Fig.  3a) . Each of these section borders lays inside I 1 or I 2 , such that the space outside both of them remains a single section. As shown in Fig. 3b , in the case where I 2 lays inside I 1 or vice versa, space is also divided into infinite sections, but some of the section borders lay outside of both inversion circles.
If I 1 and I 2 intersect, the intersecting angle α determines in how many sections space is divided. If α = nπ/m, where n and m are integers without common prime factors and 1 ≤ n < m, space is divided into 2m sections as shown in Fig. 3c . n of these sections lay outside both I 1 and I 2 , as well as in their overlapping region. m − n sections lay exclusively in I 1 , and another m − n sections exclusively in I 2 . A disk that is placed inside one of the sections will by iterative inversions at I 1 and I 2 lead to a disk in every section. If a disk is placed on a section border but not perpendicular to it, overlapping disks will be generated (Fig. 3d) . To avoid overlapping, one should place disks only inside sections or, as shown in Fig. 3e , perpendicular to section borders. If α/π is not a rational number, space is divided into infinite infinitesimally small sections, such that any initially placed disk would lead to infinitely many partially overlapping images as shown in Fig. 3f for α = 1.
IV. CONSTRAINTS ON GENERATING SETUP
As we have seen in Fig. 1 , a generating setup consists of seeds and inversion circles. To lead to a non-overlapping space-filling packing, the setup needs to fulfill two constraints, as we explain in the following two paragraphs.
First, to guarantee that the resulting packing is spacefilling, the seeds and inversion circles together need to cover all space. This is a conjecture from previous studies [23, 34] , which we will prove here with a detailed explanation. We have seen in Fig. 3 how multiple inversion circles divide space into sections. Figure 4 shows a generating setup with all sections created by its inversion circles. One can group these sections such that each section of a certain group can be mapped onto any other section of the same group by a sequence of inversions. In Fig. 4 , we find two groups. If we cover a single section of a certain group, the whole group will eventually be covered by iterative inversions. In every generating setup, every group contains at least one section that is outside all inversion circles. This follows from the fact that any section that is inside an inversion circle, can be inverted at this inversion circle to be mapped onto a larger section outside of it. If this inverse of the section lays again inside any of the inversion circles, we can invert it again to Examples of two inversion circles I1 and I2 (dashed). (a) If I1 and I2 do not overlap, they divide space into an infinity of non-overlapping sections, where the inversion circles are section borders themselves. The other section borders (dotted) are obtained by iteratively inverting I1 and I2 at one another. A disk D placed in the area both outside I1 and I2, which is a single section, leads to infinitely many non overlapping disks, one in each section. All disks lay outside Tout and inside Tin, which are the two circles tangent to D and perpendicular to both I1 and I2. (b) If an inversion circle lays inside another, the space inside and outside both of them is divided into infinite sections. (c) If I1 and I2 intersect with an angle α = nπ/m, where n and m are integers without common prime factors and 1 ≤ n < m, space is divided into 2m sections. n of these sections lay outside of both I1 and I2. A disk placed inside one of the sections only, will result in a total of 2m disks, one in each section. (d) If a disk is placed on a section border but not perpendicular to it, overlapping disks will be generated. (e) A disk placed perpendicular to a section border, will result in a total of m disks. (f) α = 1: If α/π is not a rational number, space is divided into infinite infinitesimally small sections. Thus, any initially placed disk results in completely filling the space which is both inside the circle Tin and outside the circle Tout with infinitely many partially overlapping disks.
map it outside of that inversion circle onto an even larger section. This can be repeated till we end up with a section that lays outside all inversion circles. Therefore if we cover all space outside all inversion circles with seeds, all space will eventually be covered by iterative inversions.
Second, we need to avoid the partial overlap of disks (compare Fig. 3d ). Partial overlap is avoided if every placed seed is perpendicular to all intersecting section borders created by the inversion circles as shown in Fig.  4 . We achieve this by the following strategy. As shown in Fig. 3c , if two inversion circles intersect with an angle α = nπ/m, where n and m are integers without common prime factors and 1 ≤ n < m, space is divided into 2m sections. Importantly, n of these sections are outside both inversion circles. Because of that, we generally only allow intersecting angles α = π/m with m ≥ 2. This ensures that the area outside both inversion circles remains a single section. Given that, we place seeds perpendicular to some inversion circles and at the same time on the outside of all others. This ensures two things. On one hand, as indicated in Fig. 5a , the seed will be perpendicular to all the section borders created by the inversion circles that it is perpendicular to, since these borders are a mapping of the inversion circles themselves. On the other hand, the combination of all the inversion circles that are outside of the seed will never create a section border that will intersect the seed as indicated in Fig.  5b . In addition to that, in the special case where by construction we have a mirror symmetry between two intersecting inversion circles, we allow intersecting angles of α = 2π/m with any integer m ≥ 3. For even m, the area outside both inversion circles remains a single section. And for odd m, the area outside both inversion circles is divided into just two sections by a line along a mirror symmetry of the setup, which by default is perpendicular to all intersecting seeds, as shown in Fig. 5c .
V. HOW TO CONSTRUCT GENERATING SETUPS
We first describe how we construct generating setups for all two-dimensional packings of families F1 and F2 in the Sec. V A before we generalize to higher dimensions in Sec. V B. How to obtain the exact positions and radii of elements is shown in detail in Appendix B.
A. Construction of 2D generating setups
Every setup is based on the geometry of a regular polygon, as the one shown in Fig. 6a . In addition to the unit circle hole as a first seed, we always have another set of seeds tangent to it, which we call primary seeds (blue colored in all figures). They lay in the direction of the vertices of the polygon. Furthermore, there is a set of inversion circles which lay in the direction of the faces of the polygon, and which have their centers outside the unit circle, such that we call them the outer inversion circles. As shown in Fig. 6a , the outer inversion circles are perpendicular to the unit circle and the nearest primary seeds, which already defines their size and positions. For a given regular polygon, they are identical for both packing families F1 and F2.
In addition to the outer inversion circles, there are the inner inversion circles, that lay completely inside the unit circle. The size of the primary seeds depends on the inner inversion circles. The inner inversion circles are different for the two families.
For F1, as shown in Fig. 6b , the inner inversion circles lay in the directions of the primary seeds. Figure  6c indicates the allowed intersecting angles between different inversion circles. The inner inversion circles are perpendicular to the nearest primary seeds and intersect the outer inversion circles with angle β = π/(3 + b) with an integer b ≥ 0. Nearest neighboring inner inversion circles intersect each other with angle γ = 2π/(2 + c) with an integer c ≥ 0. This never leads to overlapping disks since there is a mirror symmetry between any two nearest neighbors of the inner inversion circles (compare Fig.  5c ). In the special case of c = 0, inner inversion circles that intersect each other with angle γ = π are actually identical circles, i.e., they collapse to a single inversion circle.
For F2, as shown in Fig. 6d , the inner inversion circles lay in directions between the primary seeds and the outer inversion circles. As shown in Fig. 6e , they are always perpendicular to the outer inversion circles. Inner inversion circles nearest to a certain primary seed intersect each other with angle β = 2π/(3 + b) with an integer b ≥ 0. The ones nearest to a certain outer inversion circle intersect each other with angle γ = 2π/(2 + c) with an integer c ≥ 0, collapsing to a single circle for c = 0.
The number of vertices N of the polygon, the choice of family, and the parameters b and c together define the packing. Our integer parameters can be expressed by the ones used in Ref. [24] , such that N = 3 + n 1 , b = n 2 , and c = (l − 4)/2, where l is the size of the smallest loops of the packing. For some parameters, the generating setup does not cover the whole space, but one can add additional seeds to still end up with a spacefilling packing. These seeds need to be perpendicular to all inversion circles surrounding the uncovered area. Such additional seeds can only be needed in the center of the packing or in the direction of the edges of the polygon as shown in Fig. 6f . Some more examples of generating setups are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that both increasing b (compare Figs. 7c and 7d) and increasing c (compare Figs. 7b and 7c) can lead to more seeds being necessary to cover all space.
B. Generalization to higher dimensions
In two dimensions, one can create an infinite number of distinct space-filling topologies for both families F1 and F2. In higher dimensions, we only find a finite number, because for some choices of basic shapes and parameters we are unable to generate a space-filling packing while avoiding overlapping spheres. Therefore the generalized method for higher dimensions only acts as a tool to search for possible generating setups.
In analogy to the choice of a regular convex polygon as base, one can choose a regular convex n-polytope when considering the n-dimensional space. In 3D, there are the Platonic Solids consisting of the tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron. In 4D, we have the 5-cell, 8-cell, 16-cell, 24-cell, 120-cell, and 600-cell. In five and higher dimensions, there are only the three shapes that exist in any dimension n, i.e., the n-simplex (triangle (n=2), tetrahedron (n=3), 5-cell (n=4)), the n-cube (square (n=2), cube (n=3), 8-cell (n=4)), and the n-orthoplex (square (n=2), octahedron (n=3), 16- cell (n=4)). In 2D, we placed the outer inversion circles in the direction of the edges of the chosen polygon and the primary seeds in the direction of the vertices. In higher dimensions, we have more options to position the corresponding elements. In 3D, one can position them on either the vertices, edges, or faces. Note that some shapes are dual to each other, such as the cube and the octahedron in 3D. Therefore the positions of the faces of a cube are identical to the vertices of a octahedron, and vice versa. Placing the outer inversion spheres on the faces of a cube and the primary seeds on its vertices, is equal to placing the outer inversion spheres on the vertices of an octahedron and the primary seeds on its faces. Thus, to avoid finding each generating setup twice because of shape dualities, we consider every shape, but place the primary seeds always on lower dimensional elements than the outer inversion spheres. The vertices are the 0-dimensional elements, followed by one-dimensional edges, two-dimensional faces, etc. This way, in 3D and 4D, it happens that all possible generating setups have the primary seeds positioned at the vertices of the chosen shape, and the outer inversion spheres therefore at edges, faces, or cells (only for 4D).
In every generating setup in three or more dimensions, the outer inversion spheres will intersect each other. Therefore, in contrast to 2D, one additionally needs to check the intersecting angles of all intersecting outer inversion spheres. All intersecting angles α = 2π/m with an integer m ≥ 3 are allowed (compare Fig. 5c ), since we have a mirror symmetry by default between any pair of outer inversion spheres. Figure 8 shows examples of the intersecting angles of outer inversion spheres. If a forbidden angle exists, no generating setup can be derived.
After the choice of positions for the primary seeds and outer inversion spheres, one can for both F1 and F2, choose a combination of b and c what defines the inner inversion spheres, the primary seeds, and all additional seeds, such that the whole setup is defined. A complete 3D generating setup can be seen in Fig. 9a, with Fig.  9b showing only the inversion spheres and Fig. 9c only the seeds. The possible positions for additional seeds, which are needed to cover potentially uncovered space, are defined by the positions of the primary seeds. For symmetric reasons, they can only lay in the center or in the directions of the edges, faces, etc., of the convex polytope that has the primary seeds as vertices, as indicated in Fig. 9d . A central seed needs to be perpendicular to the inner inversion spheres (Fig. 9e) , whereas the other additional seeds need to be perpendicular to the inner and outer inversion spheres (Figs. 9f and 9g) .
After calculating the sizes and positions of all elements in the generating setup, one needs to check if all the constraints, that ensure that a space-filling packing can be generated, are fulfilled: Seeds are not allowed to intersect, what in contrast to 2D can happen in higher dimensions. Furthermore, one needs to check all intersecting angles between inversion spheres, since in addition to the defined angles by b and c, intersections of not nearest neighbors of inversion spheres with a forbidden angle might exist. If all these constraints are fulfilled, a spacefilling packing can be generated as the one shown in Fig.  9h .
The search for generating setups for any choice of positions of outer inversion spheres and primary seeds can be started with parameters b = c = 0. If a valid setup is found, one can continue the search by increasing either b or c. At some point, additional seeds are needed (compare Fig. 7 ). While increasing b or c further, some seeds will finally overlap each other, and one knows that no further setups can be found by further increasing the parameters.
VI. DISCOVERED PACKINGS
We searched for generating setups in three and four dimensions. Some generating setups turned out to give the exact same packings and some lead to different packings but identical topologies, i.e., equal fractal dimension and contact network properties. With our generalized method, we find 54 generating setups in 3D which lead to 34 distinct topologies, of which 29 are new discoveries. In 4D, we find 29 generating setups leading to 13 distinct topologies, none of them reported before.
We characterize the packings of all generating setups in different ways to show the topological differences. We determine the fractal dimension as described in Sec. VI A. In Sec. VI B, we analyze the contact network where we check for isolated spheres, count the number of connected clusters, find the smallest loops of each cluster, and check if clusters are bipartite. An overview of all found generating setups with all characterizations can be found in Table I and II for 3D and 4D, respectively.
A. Fractal dimension
The fractal dimension can be estimated from the total number of spheres N (r), their cumulative surface s(r), or the remaining porosity p(r) of a packing of spheres with radius larger r. Details to generate packings down to a smallest radius computationally efficiently can be found in Appendix C. The unit sphere hole needs to be treated as a sphere of radius one with the corresponding surface but a negative volume, i.e., one needs to add its volume to the remaining porosity.
The functions N (r), s(r), and p(r) follow the asymptotic behaviors
where d f is the fractal dimension and D are the dimensions of space. An estimated f for the fractal dimension can be obtained from the slope of these functions on a double logarithmic scale as the one shown in Fig. 10 . We extract estimates on the intervals [r, r √ e], which we move toward lower r to see the fluctuations ofd f (r) to judge its accuracy, as shown in Fig. 11 . This approach is also used in Ref. [17] . We further use a way to combine different estimates to improve accuracy. From the asymptotic behavior in Eq. (1) 
We use Eq. (2) to define a combined estimated f a&b based on both functions a(r) and b(r) aŝ
which mostly shows a smoother behavior, as shown in Fig. 11 .
Finally, we take from all estimate functionsd f (r) the one with the least variability ∆ in the interval [r min , r min e], and taked f (r min ) ± 5∆ as our confidence interval for our best estimation as shown in Fig. 12 . The lowest considered radius was r min = e −10 and r min = e −7
for 3D and 4D, respectively. Our best estimates for all our 3D and 4D packings can be found in decreasing order in Figs. 13 and 14, and in the summarizing Tables  I and II . For one of the previously known packings, the 3D Apollonian Gasket, we show the more accurate estimation from Ref. [17] , which lays within our determined confidence interval. A B Figure 10 . Total number of spheres N , cumulative surface s, and remaining porosity p as a function of the lowest considered radius r for the previously known 3D packing of Ref. [23] . From the slope in a double logarithmic scale one can extract estimates for the fractal dimensions. Estimates from moving intervals from A to B can be found in Fig. 11. A B Figure 11 . Estimatesd f of the fractal dimensions based on the single functions N (r), s(r), and p(r), and combined estimates based on pairs of these functions. Estimates are extracted from moving intervals from A to B shown in Fig.  10 , for the previously known 3D packing of Ref. [23] . , we take of all estimate functions (compare Fig. 11 ), the one that shows the least variability ∆ in the radius interval [rmin, rmine] (here the function based on the combination of s and p from Fig. 11) , and take the confidence intervald f (rmin) ± 5∆ as our best estimate. This is the previously known 3D packing of Ref. [23] . 
B. Contact network
Depending on the spatial arrangement of the seeds and inversion spheres in the generating setup, the resulting packing forms a single or multiple clusters, where a cluster is a connected network of touching spheres. In particular, non contacting seeds can lead to isolated spheres that are not in contact with any other spheres.
We characterized the contact network of each packing by counting the number of connected clusters, determine the size of their smallest loops, check if clusters are bipartite, and finally check for isolated spheres, as explained in detail in the following paragraphs. Figure 15 shows two packings with different contact networks. All results can be found in the summarizing Tables I and II. We found that most topologies only have one connected cluster (31 of 34 in 3D and 10 of 13 in 4D). Besides, there are 3 two-cluster topologies in 3D, and 2 two-cluster topologies and even one with three connected clusters in 4D. Isolated spheres are present only in topologies with a single bipartite cluster (in 7 of 34 in 3D and in 3 of 13 in 4D). Most clusters are bipartite (62% in 3D and 88% in 4D). Note that in addition to a single previously known exactly self-similar bearing, which here we specify as a topology merely consisting of a single bipartite cluster, we found another 10 and 5 bearings in 3D and 4D, respectively.
The number of connected clusters can be derived directly from the generating setup. Each cluster of touching seeds will lead to a connected cluster in the packing. An isolated seed will lead to isolated spheres in the packing only if it is not tangent to any inversion sphere. Otherwise, it will form a cluster with its inversions.
To find the smallest loop size of clusters, we generated each packing up to a certain generation of spheres, i.e., up to a certain number of successive inversions starting from the seeds, such that every seed is part of a closed loop. Every loop can be mapped onto a loop where all pairwise touching spheres are at most one generation apart. Therefore, by iterative inversion of all seeds and their successive images, the smallest loop that a certain seed is part of will be closed first during the generation process. For every seed we find the first closed and therefore smallest loop that it belongs to, and from that we derive the smallest loops of the clusters.
If all smallest loops of different seeds of a cluster are even, the cluster is bipartite, since one can divide the generated spheres into two groups A and B, such that Aspheres only touch B-spheres and vice versa. Then, every contact that appears if more spheres are generated can be mapped onto a contact between a previously generated A-sphere and B-sphere.
VII. MODIFIED PACKINGS
Packings can be modified in different ways. First of all, any packing can be inverted as a whole at any inversion sphere, which does not change its topology and therefore neither its fractal dimension, but its symmetry and spatial arrangement. Second, any packing can be nested in another packing by exchaning any sphere of a given packing with a packing that is enclosed by a sphere. Third, one can cut any n-dimensional packing with an m-dimensional subspace, given 2 ≤ m < n, to obtain an m-dimensional packing. And fourth, one can exchange seeds of a generating setup with inversion spheres to increase the fractal dimension of the generated Figure 16 . Exchanging seeds by inversion spheres leads to an increased fractal dimension of the resulting packing. At last, the unit sphere hole is the only remaining seed. Confidence intervals are smaller than the size of the symbols. Dashed line is a linear fit.
packing. As long as a single seed remains, the resulting packing will be self-similar and space-filling. Figure 16 shows the fractal dimensions of different packings resulting from a setup with different number of primary seeds exchanged with inversion spheres.
VIII. FINAL REMARKS
We presented an approach to find setups to generate self-similar space-filling sphere packings in arbitrary dimensions. This allows to generate 34, of which 5 were previously known, and 13 new topologies in 3D and 4D, respectively. We characterized all topologies according to their fractal dimensions and the properties of their contact network. The fractal dimensions range from 2.47 to 2.88 in 3D and from 3.60 to 3.90 in 4D. We explained how the fractal dimension of the generated packing can be increased by exchanging seeds of the generating setups with inversion spheres. Furthermore, each packing can be cut in various ways to serve as a source of lower dimensional cuts. The presented topologies together with the possible modifications offer the possibility to obtain space-filling packings with various fractal dimensions and contact-network properties.
Reference [33] suggests, that self-similar space-filling packings are inhomogenous fractals, such that different cuts of a certain dimension can have different fractal dimensions. A detailed investigation on the fractal dimension of such cuts will be subject of future studies.
We have seen that exchanging seeds with inversion Table I . Summary of 3D generating setups. Base shape of each setup is a Platonic Solid with number of faces shown in column B. The position of the outer inversion spheres is given in column I and can be either the edges (E) or the faces (F) of the base shape. Family number F and parameter b and c in corresponding columns. Smallest loop size of clusters with letter (b) for bipartite clusters in column "loop size". Presence of isolated spheres indicated by cross-marks in column "isolated". Estimate of fractal dimension and rank R in comparison with all packings (R=1 for highest fractal dimension) in corresponding columns. Some setups lead to identical topologies which are assigned a reference number in column T, where a (*) signifies that we assume the topology to be equal to another not because the generated packings are identical but we can not topologically distinguish them. Bearings, i.e., packings merely consisting of a single bipartite cluster, have a cross-mark in column "bearing". Last column gives information about previous knowledge of the packings. b c loop size isolated fractal dimension R T bearing previously known as 0 spheres increases the fractal dimension of the resulting packing. Apart from that, it remains an open question how the specifics of the generating setup influences the fractal dimension. A systematic study might allow a more precise search for a generating setup that lead to a certain desired fractal dimension.
Previously, the only known 3D bearings, i.e., single cluster bipartite space-filling packings without isolated spheres, were the exactly self-similar one from Ref. [23] and the random ones from Ref. [25] , which both have smallest loop size four. We found additional ones of which two have a smallest loop size of larger than four, namely the packings based on the octahedron with outer inversion spheres at the faces belonging to F1 with b = 0 with smallest loop size six (c = 1) and eight (c = 2). As shown in Ref. [35] , bipartite space-filling packings with smallest loop size four have slip-free rotation states with four degrees of freedom. When inverted to end up in a packing bounded by two infinite spheres, i.e., bounded by two parallel planes, they allow the simultaneous and synchronized motion of the two parallel planes in any direction. According to Ref. [35] , a smallest loop size of larger than four might lead to more degrees of freedom and extended frictionless functionality, what could be investigated in future studies. Solving for the details of the outer inversion spheres: In the right triangle shown, we find that the distance dout = 1/ cos α = 1/(xout·xs) and the radius rout = d where d is the distance between the centers of two spheres with radii r 1 and r 2 that intersect with angle α. For spheres perpendicular to each other Eq. (B1) simplifies to
Every element of the setup is defined by the unit vector of its position, the distance of its center to the center of the unit sphere, and its radius. By choosing a regular polygon on which we base our generating setup, we define the unit vectors of the outer inversion spheres and the primary seeds. The distance of the outer inversion spheres d out and their radius r out is defined, given the fact that they need to be perpendicular to the unit sphere and the nearest primary seeds. In the right triangle shown in Fig.  17 , we find d out = 1/ cos α = 1/(x out ·x s ), wherex out and x s are the unit vectors of an outer inversion sphere and a nearest neighboring primary seed, respectively. Because the outer inversion sphere is perpendicular to the unit sphere, we find r out = d 2 out − 1. Next we want to solve for the inner inversion spheres, which are different for the two families F1 and F2.
For F1, the unit vectors of the inner inversion spheres are identical to the ones of the primary seeds. One can express the distance d 1 between two nearest inner inversion spheres, as shown in Fig. 18a , in two different ways to get the equation
wherex in1 andx in2 are the unit vectors of two nearest inner inversion spheres. From the fact that an inner inversion sphere intersects its closest outer inversion spheres with angle β, one can express the distance d 2 between them shown in Fig. 18b in two different ways to get the equation a b Figure 18 . Solving for the details of the inner inversion spheres for F1: In (a) we find for d1 that d (1 −xin 1 ·xin 2 ) . In (b) we find for d2 that d For F2, the unit vector of an inner inversion spherex in is a combination of the one of its nearest outer inversion spherex out and the one of its nearest primary seedx s such that we can writê
The condition for this vector to be a unit vector gives us the equation
Every inner inversion sphere is perpendicular to the nearest outer inversion sphere such that
wherex in andx out are the unit vectors of a closest pair of inner and outer inversion spheres. Using Eq. (B5), this gives us
From the fact that two inner inversion spheres that are nearest neighbors of an outer inversion sphere intersect with angle γ, we can express the distance d 3 shown in Fig. 19a in two different ways as
with x in,s 1 and x in,s 2 being the unit vectors of two inner inversion spheres that are closest to an outer inversion sphere. Since x in,s 1 = d in (px out + qx s1 ) and x in,s 2 = d in (px out +qx s2 ), wherex s1 andx s2 are the unit vectors of two primary seeds that are nearest to an outer inversion sphere with the unit vectorx out , we find from Eq. (B9) that
In analogy to the derivation of Eq. (B10), we can derive a similar equation for the angle β by expressing the the a b Figure 19 . Solving for the details of the inner inversion spheres for F2: (a) For d3 we find d 
One can now find p, q, r in , and d in from the four Eqs.
(B6), (B8), (B10), and (B11). The unit vectorx in can then be found from Eq. (B5).
After solving for the inner inversion spheres, we can find the radius for the primary seeds r s . For both F1 and F2, we get from the fact that every primary seed is perpendicular to a closest inner inversion sphere the equation Finally there might be uncovered space that can be filled by additional seeds. An additional seed in the center of the packing is needed if the inner inversion spheres do not cover it, i.e., for r in < d in . Since this seed would need to be perpendicular to the inner inversion spheres, its radius is defined as r center = d 2 in − r 2 in . Further additional seeds might be needed between inner and outer inversions spheres. They can only lay in the directions of the edges, faces, etc., of the convex polytope whose vertices are at the positions of the primary seeds. For a given unit vectorx as of the position x as = d asxas of such an additional seed, one can find its distance d as and its radius r as from the fact that the seed would need to be perpendicular to the closest inner and outer inversion spheres. From the fact that the seed is perpendicular to a closest inner inversion sphere at position x in = d inxin and a closest outer inversion sphere at position x out = d outxout , we find Starting with the seeds, one can invert every of them at every inversion sphere of the generating setup. One can iteratively repeat that procedure with all newly generated spheres. But one needs to take care of not producing any sphere that is already present. If one inverts a sphere at an inversion sphere that is perpendicular to the sphere, the generated sphere is identical to the original sphere. Additionally, different sequences of inversions can lead to the same sphere.
Fortunately, there is a simple trick to avoid generating any sphere twice which we adopted from Ref. [17] . One can ensure to generate each sphere only once by only inverting a sphere at an inversion sphere if the inverse has its center inside the target region of the corresponding inversion sphere. The target regions of the inversion spheres are such that they are regions inside the corresponding inversion spheres such that no two target regions overlap but their union equals the union of the all inversion spheres. A simple way to define target regions for a set of ordered inversion spheres is to define the target region of the first inversion sphere as the whole inside of it, and the target region of every following inversion sphere as the inside of the inversion sphere minus the overlap with previous inversion spheres. Numerically, one can neglect the surface of the inversion spheres, since only infinitely small spheres could end up having their center on the surface of an inversion sphere, given that spheres can only be perpendicular to inversion spheres.
With this method, the generation of all spheres larger than a certain smallest radius becomes a simple branching process where every new inverse of a sphere is smaller than the original, so one can cut a branch if all possible inversions lead to spheres that are smaller than the considered smallest radius. This allows to calculate the functions to estimate the fractal dimensions as described in Sec. VI A computationally using very few memory.
